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I tried to make my chapel truly useful for all denominations.  I thoroughly 
researched all the major religions, particularly those who are repre-
sented through student groups on NCSU campus and in the greater 
Raleigh area.  I focused on the �ve major religions: Christianity, Judaism, 
Hinduism, Islam, and Buddhism.  I studied their beliefs, their ceremonies, 
and what they require in their buildings of worship and used this infor-
mation to develop the design of the “NCSU Chapel.”  Each religion has 
their own rules for what can be represented in their art, so I took a little 
from each religion while still respecting the others.  The �oor of the main 
prayer area consists of a mosaic mandala made of geometric forms in 
colors representative of nature, a common thread between all the faiths.  
Synthesis of the mandala helped create the �oor plan.  I used some 
forms in the mandala elsewhere for a cohesive aesthetic.  The circle and 
the square are universal geometries included in the symbols of many 
religions which I used in the mandala as well as the plan and section of 
the building itself.  Buddhism utilizes strict geometry and a basic unit in 
Buddhist Temple design; drawing from that, I used a 3’x3’ unit to form a 
grid upon which the proportions of all aspects of my building are based.  
The symmetry that I employed represents the ideal to which all worship-
ers should strive in each religion, especially Buddhism.  The main wor-
ship area means a lot of di�erent things.  It is a place to be closer to and 
worship God or Allah; a place to literally see, be seen by, and speak to the 
Hindu gods; it is also a place to re�ect, meditate, and become closer to 
Buddhist enlightenment.  I took all of these into account, focusing par-
ticularly on the chapel as a place for gathering of the community.  

The idea that the worship area represents the cosmos or the earth and 
the sky inspired the development of the dome on the interior represent-
ing the “dome” of the sky.  The dome and the entire building are made up 
of reinforced concrete.  The walls of the sanctuary are designed like a 
series of concrete columns as opposed to a thin wall.  The rebar from the 
columns continues up into the bottom half of the dome.  The top half of 
the dome is very much like a thin-shelled concrete structure with smaller 
rebar and wire mesh/wire fencing.  The entire dome consists of light-
weight concrete, buttressed by the bulky columns that make up the 
walls.  

The building orients with the cardinal directions, as it is done in Hindu-
ism and Buddhism.  The main prayer wall is to the East with the entrance 
to the West, as it is done in Judaism.  In Islam the qibla wall must be ori-
ented in the direction of Mecca, the direction of worship, which is in this 
case a few degrees South of East.  This point is the only part of the build-
ing which does not meet with the grid.   I used light traveling from East 
to West through the oculus at the top of the dome to create hierarchy 
and highlight the Eastern wall as an important direction as well as the 
area where the services and religious rites occur, the priest/rabbi speaks 
and sits, and the location of the most important objects; these include 
the Ark of the covenant, the Blessed Sacrament, statues of Buddha 
(buddhivstas), the qibla wall, and various Hindu icons.  

I used geometry and order as well as religious symbolism to form the 
design of a �exible building of worship.


